The relationship between the Kubelka-Munk (K-M) scattering and the transport scattering coefficient is obtained through a semi-empirical approach. This approach gives the same result as that given by Gate when the incident beam is diffuse. This result and those given by Star et al and Brinkworth are compared with the exact solution of the radiative transfer equation over a large range of optical properties. It is found that the latter expressions which include an absorption component do not give accurate results over the range considered. Using the semiempirical approach, the relationship between the K-M and transport scattering coefficient is derived for the case where the incident light is collimated. It is shown that although the K-M equation is derived based on diffuse incident light, it can also represent very well the reflectance from a slab of infinite thickness when the incident light is collimated. However, in this case the relationship between the coefficients has to include a function that is dependent on the anisotropy factor. Analysis indicates that the K-M transform achieves the objective of obtaining a measure that gives the ratio of absorption to scattering effects for both diffuse and collimated incident beam over a large range of optical properties.
Introduction
Diffuse reflectance spectroscopy has been used as a characterisation tool for a wide variety of applications involving particulate media such as paints, films and powders. The phenomenological Kubelka-Munk (K-M) theory has been extensively used for analysing reflectance spectra of such media [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . While light propagation can be more rigorously described using the radiative transfer equation (RTE), the computational complexity of the RTE especially when the exact solution is invoked makes it hard to use under practical conditions. Although approximate expressions derived from the RTE have been available, the simplicity of the K-M theory with its simple analytical solution has been the main reason for its continued widespread use. According to this theory [1] , the reflectance from a slab of infinite depth ∞ R is
given by: Particularly, the Kubelka-Munk transform for converting the reflectance from a semi-infinite slab into a ratio of "absorption" and "scattering" effects has been widely used for analysing such samples [4] [5] [6] :
The assumption underlying the use of this transform for analysing reflectance data is that the phenomenological absorption and scattering coefficients are functions of purely the physical absorption and scattering coefficients respectively and thus their ratio is proportional to the corresponding ratio of the physical optical properties. However, the K-M theory does not provide an explicit connection between K-M coefficients and the optical properties of individual particles as can be obtained in the case of the RTE based formulas. One approach to obtain this connection is to establish the relationship between the transport coefficients from the RTE and the K-M coefficients.
The relationship between K-M and the transport coefficients have been examined previously by several researchers [7] [8] [9] who used the radiative transfer equation (RTE) as the starting point. In these cases the relationship between the Kubelka-Munk absorption coefficient K and the transport absorption coefficient a μ was given by
For the scattering coefficients slightly different relationships were obtained by different researchers with the general form:
where S is the Kubelka-Munk scattering coefficient,
is the reduced transport scattering coefficient, s μ is the transport scattering coefficient and g is the anisotropy factor.
Brinkworth's formula [7] is obtained when x = 1, Gate's formula [8] is given by x = 0 and Star et al [9] give x = ¼. All of them give y = ¾. This study focuses on obtaining a relationship between S and the transport coefficients through a semi-empirical approach. The relationship between K and the transport coefficients is taken to be the same as that given by (3).
According to (3) and (4), the ratio of K/S does not strictly provide a ratio of purely absorption and scattering effects since S contains absorption effects in addition to scattering except when x = 0 i.e. when Gate's formula is used. Examining (4) 
Here ∞ R is the total diffuse reflectance, 0 C is a constant and δ is the penetration depth given by:
The constant 0 C can be obtained by fitting ∞ R obtained for known values of a μ and ' s μ .
In this paper, the range of validity of (5) is examined by using data generated by solving the exact RTE using the doubling method for diffuse and collimated incident beams [11] . It is then shown that when
(the region of validity of (5) 
Data set generation
The RTE was solved using the doubling method implemented in Matlab [11] [12] . For this study matched boundary conditions were used i.e. the refractive index of the sample and the surrounding medium are the same. The simulations were carried out for transport parameters generated using a full factorial design with the following range of parameters: a μ = 0.02 -15 mm -1 ; s μ = 0.2 -40 mm -1 and g = 0.001 -0.95. Data for these values were generated for two types of incident beams: Diffuse and collimated. For both these cases, normal incidence was assumed.
Results and discussions

Validity of Eq. (5)
According to ( translates to a value of about 0.1. This is arrived at from the relationship derived using (6):
Fitting (5) shows a plot of ∞ R in the linear range of δ μ a for two extreme values of g (= 0.001 and 0.95). It can be seen that the effect of g is essentially on the slope and thus 0 C can be expected to be a function of g. The variation of 0 C with g ( Figure 2c ) was found by estimating 0 C using reflectance data from solving the RTE with g fixed at different values. The solid line in Figure 2c was obtained by fitting a second degree polynomial:
It can be seen that variation of 0 C with g can be well represented by a second order polynomial.
Comparison of Eq. 5 with K-M equation
Eq. (7), can be re-written as: S given by (24). For comparison purposes, ∞ R predicted by the K-M equation using the relationship (22) which was derived for diffuse incident beam is also plotted. In figure 4 , the comparisons are shown for a low (g = 0.1) and a high (g = .9) value of g. It is seen that (24) shows excellent agreement with the exact values of ∞ R . The residuals plots, figures 4(c) and (d) show that when the g dependence is taken into account the error is less than 5% over most of range considered. The errors increase at the higher range but still stay within 10%. This indicates that the form given by (20) also holds for collimated incident beam as long as the dependence of 0 C on g is taken into account.
In practice, even though the K-M equations are derived for the specific case of diffuse incident beam of infinite width, the K-M transform (Eq. 2) has been applied for analysing spectra even when the incident beam is not diffuse. The foregoing analysis indicates that the K-M transform achieves the objective of obtaining a measure that gives the ratio of absorption to scattering effects for both diffuse and collimated incident beam.
Conclusions
In this manuscript, the relationship between the K-M scattering and the transport scattering 
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